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7. Argument structure: Spontaneous language analysis 
 
 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
 
Before reporting on the experimental part of this study, I will present an analysis of 
verb complements in a corpus of spontaneous language that was gathered by Bol and 
Kuiken (1988). These data allow for an exploration of the issue raised in section 
6.3.3.1: are SLI children’s utterances merely shorter or do they contain fewer verb 
arguments? The aims of the analysis are:  
- to make an inventory of verb complements produced in free conversation; 
- to make available data that can be compared to the experimental data. 
Finally, because the data from the experimental tasks do not allow for measuring 
Type/Token ratio, I will take the opportunity of comparing the ratios for the Bol and 
Kuiken samples to the figures found by Fletcher & Peters (1984) and Watkins et 
al.(1993). 
In section 3.4.2.1, the data and the subjects were described. It must be noted that the 
subjects are on average two years younger than the children included in the 
experiments that are reported in Chapters 4, 8 and 9.  
 
 
7.2 An analysis of the Bol and Kuiken (1988) data 
 
 
7.2.1 Argument realisation: Analytical categories 
 
If SLI children have problems with argument structure, this will by definition affect 
their complementation of verbs. The lexicalist view holds that verbs project their 
arguments as sentence constituents. Children may preferably use verbs with fewer 
arguments or they may omit the optional argument of a verb more often. More 
complex realisations may be underrealised.  
The hypothesis for the analysis in this chapter is that SLI children realise fewer 
postverbal arguments - this is an operationalisation of the length-versus-structure 
question in section 6.3.3.1. This hypothesis can be supported in two ways. The 
occurrence of omission errors is one. We will see that omission of obligatory internal 
arguments is rare (7.2.3). It is also possible that SLI children favour verbs with fewer 
complements. In addition, optional arguments may not be realised. The direct object 
with read or eat may be omitted66- this is legitimate under discourse conditions that 
license omission (Rispoli, 1987). Issues of grammaticality notwithstanding, the 
prediction that follows from the ‘fewer arguments’ hypothesis is that such a verb will 
often be produced without a direct object by SLI children. Another source for shorter 
                                                 
66According to Pinker (1989a) omission would be a misnomer on theoretical grounds. He claims that these 
verbs have two argument structures, expressed in an intransitive and a transitive frame, respectively.  
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utterances may be preference for a shorter alternant. Take the causative/inchoative 
alternation, for instance with the verb bewegen (‘move’). In ‘de auto beweegt’ (‘the 
car moves’) there is no postverbal argument, whereas in ‘hij beweegt de auto’ (‘he 
moves the car’) there is a transitive frame with one postverbal argument. Selecting the 
first alternant results in the absence of an overt argument.  
While there are various sources that contribute to a diminished realisation of argument 
potential, the sources themselves are not explored in the following analysis. The 
reflexes of all these factors are collapsed into surface realisation categories. This 
approach is compatible with the nature of the (naturalistic) data that are used here, 
since the influential variables are by definition (due to the elicitation form) not under 
control. 
A limited set of argument realisation categories was included. They were defined by 
c(ategory)-selection (subcategorisation) rather than by s(emantic role)-selection 
features, to allow for a set of broad categories (in that respect, the categories are 
comparable to those used by Byng and Black, 1989). This means, for instance, that 
unaccusative and unergative verbs were treated alike. Of course, knowing what c-
selection types are used can (under experimental conditions) be a first step to 
exploring s-selection. The example just quoted (bewegen) illustrates the use of 
referring to thematic roles.  
   
The taxonomy is shown in Table 7.1. To illustrate the difference between argument 
potential and argument realisation (realisation is measured here), I will describe the 
implication of this distinction for the categorisation. 
Firstly, the taxonomy does not distinguish between optional and obligatory arguments. 
The broad categories side-step this distinction. To be specific: eat can, under this 
categorisation, be coded either as Intransitive (INTR) or as Transitive (TRNS), 
depending on whether the internal argument is realised.  
Another analytical decision concerns the distinction between arguments and adjuncts. 
Verbs like staan (‘stand’) are intransitive. However, unless the verb is accompanied by 
an auxiliary, intransitive use is rare. Compare: 
(1) Ik kan staan (‘I can stand’) 
(2) Ik sta (‘I stand’) 
(3) Ik sta op het trottoir (‘I am standing on the sidewalk’) 
The odds are against utterances like (2). I decided to count the PP in (3) as an 
(oblique) argument (OBL), rather than as an adjunct. Adjuncts were excluded from the 
analysis: if the argument structure was ‘complete’, an additional PP or adverb was not 
a verb complement in the taxonomy. 
 
Dutch has a considerable number of particle verbs that have characteristics in common 
with single lexical verbs as well as with verbs that are complemented by small clauses. 
A case has been made by some linguists for analysing Dutch particles as small clauses 
(cf. Mulder, 1992) - I do not know of a similar interpretation for, say, English 
particles. Diagnostics for determining which is which is not unanimous. A verb like 
schoonmaken (‘clean’) can be taken to be one lexical verb with a separable particle as 
well as maken (‘make’) with a resultative complement (‘make clean’, NPXP). For the 
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present analysis, if the particle was not a preposition in particle position, it was 
counted as XP. 
 
 Table 7.1: A taxonomy of verb complementation categories67 
 
INTR - Intransitive; zero complementation  
de auto beweegt  
(‘the car moves’) 
de babies huilen  
(‘the babies cry’) 
 
TRNS - Monotransitive; direct object 
de meneer snij de koek  
(‘the man cut [stem] the cake’) 
die meneer die ging brood maken  
(‘that man went [pleonastic auxiliary ‘gaan’] make bread’) 
 
NPNP - Ditransitive; double object    
die meneer geeft hem een cadeautje  
(‘that man gives him a present’) 
die ene meisje geefde die andere meisje de bloem  
(‘that one girl gave [OVERREG] that other girl the flower’) 
 
NPXP - Small clause complement 
hij gooide de emmer leeg  
(‘he threw the bucket empty’) 
ik snij dat krentebrood in plakjes  
(‘ I cut that currant loaf to slices’) 
 
CLCMP - Clausal complement  
ze doet alsof ze een piraat is  
(‘she acts as if she is a pirate’) 
ik denk dat dit de voorkant is  
(‘I think that this is the front’) 
 
OBL - Oblique argument; PP or adverb 
toen gingen ze gauw in bed  
(‘then they went into bed quickly’) 
de kinderen liggen in bed  
(‘the children lie in bed’) 
 
NPPP - Direct object NP + PP 
en dan moet je ook cake aan iemand geven  
(‘and then you also have to give cake to somebody’) 
de meisje schopte de bal onder de auto  
(‘the girl kicked the ball under the car’) 

                                                 
67Examples are not from the data used in this chapter; they are responses from the experiments that are 
reported in Chapter 8. They were selected to illustrate the categories, rather than to typify the data set. 
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7.2.2 Argument realisation: Results 
 
I will now inspect the results of the argument realisation count (Table 7.2)68. In view 
of the unequal number of tokens, I used (individual) proportions for the statistical 
analysis (the proportions were computed by dividing a child’s number of tokens in a 
complement category by the individual total of lexical verb tokens).   
Statistical tests were performed on all categories, ranking normal and SLI subjects. For 
the single Oblique argument category only, the difference was significant (p=.0310), 
for the Intransitives, the difference was near significance (p=.0541). Both complement 
types were produced more frequently by the impaired children. The SLI children were 
compared with individual matches and only for a subset of five children there was a 
systematic distinction between the members of the pair. In this subset, the children 
with SLI used more verbs with zero complementation and fewer verbs with NPPP 
complements than the normally developing child. 

Table 7.2: Number of tokens per group in each complement category, for specifically 
language-impaired children and MLU matches 

Category Children with SLI MLU matches 
INTR 324 263 
TRNS 215 249 
NPNP 1 2 
NPXP 3 14 
CLCMP 1869 7 
OBL 173 102 
NPPP 8 22 
Total 742 659 

 
One typological characteristic requires explanation. The number of lexical verb tokens 
in the data is diminished by the large number of modals. Modals in Dutch are often 
realised without a lexical verb complement and can be accompanied by various 
phrasal complements. Such instances are hard to analyse. They also differ in the extent 
to which the absent lexical verb exerts influence on the complements that are supplied. 
Examples are (with moeten, ‘must’): 

Ik moet melk (‘I must <V> milk’) 
Dat moet daarin (‘That must <V> in there’) 

A native speaker of Dutch would judge both of these sentences grammatical. In that 
respect, the modal is accepted as a ‘stand-in’ for the lexical verb (or for the Aux+V 
combination, where V is the targeted lexical verb), while some linguistic 
representations would assume an empty verb node to go with the modal (though it is 
not always possible to specify the lexical verb that should be inserted). For the 
researcher, it means that many tokens are ‘nibbled away’ from the lexical verb 

                                                 
68For an exploratory comparison of these results with a similar set of English data, see De Jong (1997a). 
69The high number of clausal complements seems surprising.  However, the majority of CLCMP's 
within the SLI group were direct speech clauses.  
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inventory70 (modal verbs were not counted under the verbs listed in Table 7.2). Table 
7.3 - which lists absolute numbers as Table 7.2 did - shows that the frequency of these 
‘lexical modals’ is considerable, even more so for the normally developing children. 
The connection to transitivity would then be that the modal verbs fill slots of transitive 
lexical verbs. 
 
Table 7.3: Complementation of modals without a non-finite predicate, by specifically 
language impaired children and MLU matches 
 

kunnen (‘can’) Children with 
SLI 

MLU matches 

Oblique 8 25 
Intransitive 17 28 
Transitive 
 

2 4 

moeten (‘must’)   
Oblique 21 26 
Intransitive 19 36 
Transitive 
 

5 8 

mogen (‘be allowed to’)   
Oblique 15 5 
Intransitive 14 9 
Transitive 
 

2 3 

willen (‘want to’)   
Oblique 1 3 
Intransitive 5 8 
Transitive 3 9 

 
7.2.3 Errors 
 
In the Dutch data drawn from the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus, no difference was 
found between the numbers of errors produced by the language-impaired children and 
the normally developing children. The number of verb tokens, however, was much 
lower in this corpus than in the English data King and Fletcher (1993) gathered. 
Taking into account the rules of Dutch discourse (cf. De Haan & Tuijnman, 1988)71, 
omissions of internal arguments were only counted if they were omissions in non-
initial position. As in the English study, errors were found with a wider range of verb 
types in the SLI group than in the control group. Table 7.4 lists examples of errors 
found in the SLI children’s utterances. 
                                                 
70Still, the number of tokens for the modal verbs themselves was not sufficient to say anything meaningful 
about differential use between normal and language-impaired children. 
71In Dutch, a topic can be dropped in initial position, provided its referent can be recovered from the 
preceding utterance.  
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Table 7.4: Examples of argument structure errors. (Examples produced by SLI 
children, taken from the Bol and Kuiken (1988) corpus) 
 
Omission of obligatorily c-selected NP’s 
single internal argument verbs 
L., 5;3 ik kan niet openmaken 
 (‘I cannot open’) 
P., 7;0 ik moet nog afmaken 
 (‘I must yet finish’) 
verbs with more than one internal argument 
Y, 6;1 ik aan die kip vragen 
 (‘I ask that chicken’ 
 
Overt c-selection error 
PP instead of NP 
S., 7;1 mette boom omhakken 
 (‘cut down with tree’) 
 
Omitted semantic argument after preposition 
J., 6;1 lijk wel op 
 (‘(it) looks like’) 
 
7.2.4 Verb diversity 
 
In order to compare the diversity in the data set to the findings by Watkins et al. 
(1993) and Fletcher and Peters (1984), Verb Type Token Ratios (Verb TTR) were 
computed (Table 7.5). The Dutch SLI children did not differ from the normally 
developing children - in fact, their verb lexicons were somewhat more diverse. The 
same was true for their general TTR’s, so the discrepancy observed in the literature is 
not confirmed. It must be stressed that the comparison is incomplete. Because there 
were no chronological age (CA) matches for the impaired children, a comparison to 
the Fletcher and Peters (1984) study is not possible. Also, sample sizes differed. The 
samples analysed here numbered 100 utterances, just like the ones used by Watkins et 
al. (1993). Fletcher and Peters used smaller samples (as mentioned before, TTR suffers 
from sample size effects; Richards, 1987). Fletcher and Peters’ figures are introduced 
here merely for illustrative purposes.   
Since the Verb TTRs were similar for the children with SLI and the matches, there 
was no reason to further explore the share of GAP verbs per se. It is, however, 
interesting to check which particular verbs are frequent in the data. Such verbs were 
found among both groups, children with SLI and LA matches. I adopted the method 
Watkins et al. (1993) used for selecting high frequency verbs. They computed 
token/type ratios to determine what verbs were produced with greater-than-average 
frequency within each sample. Verbs that were on the list for at least two of the sixteen 
children in the group are listed in Table 7.6. For each verb type, the number of 
children who used the verb frequently is specified in the table.  
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Table 7.5: Measures of verb diversity (group means), for specifically language 
impaired children and normally developing children, matched for chronological age 
(CA) or language age, measured by MLU-M 
 

Verb TTR Children 
with SLI 

CA 
matches  

MLU 
matches  

Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

0.42 
0.43 

0.48 
- 

0.50 
0.40 

Number of Verb Types    
Fletcher & Peters 
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

16.61 
23 
24.62 

21.69 
37 
- 

- 
24 
21.46 
 

Number of Verb tokens    
Fletcher & Peters 
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 
 

36.97 
55 
57.06 
 

41.65 
78 
- 

- 
48 
54.40 

TTR      
Watkins et al. 
De Jong (Bol & Kuiken) 

0.44 
0.59 

0.45 
- 

0.46 
0.52 

 
Because high frequency verbs are too easily equalled with ‘general all purpose verbs’, 
that is: they are taken to stand in for more specific verbs, the degree of ‘hypernymy’ 
was checked as well. In order to do so, I consulted the Wordnet software (Miller, 
1990; Fellbaum, 1993) for translation equivalents. Wordnet is a lexicographic 
inventory that defines each lexical item by its relation to other items. Hypernyms are 
characterised by a hierarchical position in the lexicon in which they dominate various 
hyponyms. In the case of verbs, Miller and Fellbaum (1991) propose the term 
‘troponym’ for ‘verb hyponym’, because verbs are qualified for the manner -‘tropos’- 
they specify. Wordnet allows for checking the troponym status of a verb item (as it 
does for hyponyms of nouns). Obviously, Wordnet has a limited use for inspection of 
Dutch lemmas, as one has to consider in addition whether a Dutch troponym or 
hypernym holds the same hierarchical position that the English equivalent does. 
For only a few of the frequent verbs in Table 7.6 a hypernym status can be claimed. 
Quite often, either the verb was not in the top of the hierarchy or it had no troponyms. 
‘General all-purpose verb’, therefore, seems a misnomer for most of the frequent 
verbs. The verbs listed by Rice and her colleagues (Rice & Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 
1993) revealed the same descriptive problem: verbs like ‘need’ and ‘want’ and ‘look’ 
may be frequent, but they lack an obviously more specific label they ‘stand in’ for. 
Typical Dutch ‘GAP verbs’ are gaan and doen if the criterion is the availability of 
troponyms. Troponyms can also be found for kijken and zeggen. However, with these 
verbs (more so than with doen and gaan) there has to be a need to communicate more 
semantic information in order to necessitate a troponym - there are manners of looking 
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and seeing, but the ‘hypernyms’ kijken and zeggen in the data encode precisely what 
the speaker wants to express. Even with doen and gaan, the preference for a hypernym 
hardly ever leads to an overly general use of the verb (what Rice and Bode (1993) call 
‘GAP verb overuse’). So there are GAP verbs and there is GAP use of a verb. A GAP 
item may well be the best candidate for the lexical verb in a particular context.  
One verb that was also frequent but is not contained in the list is maken (‘make’). With 
maken, we touch at a problem that was announced earlier: the differential readings of 
its use as a compound or particle verb (if we allow for a particle interpretation) or with 
a small clause (if we give a small clause reading to the particle). It was felt that the 
different uses of maken in the transcript could not easily be added up. Maken as an 
independent item has different meanings: ‘repair’, ‘create’, ‘cause’. It is also used with 
a meaning like ‘render’: schoonmaken (‘make clean’) means ‘clean’; kapotmaken 
(‘make broken’) means ‘break’ or ‘destroy’. The latter uses of maken will return in 
Chapter 9, when children’s awareness of troponyms for schoonmaken and kapotmaken 
is probed. This use of maken has its own hypernym status. The use of maken as an 
independent verb did not reach frequency criteria. 
 
Table 7.6: High frequency verbs, for specifically language impaired children and 
MLU matches 
 
Children with SLI   MLU matches  
Verb types Number of 

subjects  
Verb types Number of 

subjects 
gaan (‘go’) 8 hebben (‘have’)72 9 
weten                          
(‘know’) 

6 kijken (‘look’) 8 

doen (‘do’) 5 gaan (‘go’) 7 
zitten (‘sit’) 5 zitten (‘sit’) 3 
komen                        
(‘come’) 

4 weten (‘know’) 3 

kijken (‘look’) 4 lezen (‘read’) 3 
slapen                         
(‘sleep’) 

3 komen                          
(‘come’) 

2 

hebben                        
(‘have’) 

2 zeggen (‘say’) 2 

zeggen (‘say’) 2 vallen (‘fall’) 2 
(op)eten                      
(‘eat’) 

2   

zien (‘see’)  2   
 
I already mentioned the high frequency of modals as singular verbal predicates in the 
Dutch samples. Their significance in early syntactic and morphological development is 
well documented (Wijnen, 1999; Wijnen & Verrips, 1998). The extent to which they 

                                                 
72Hebben refers to the lexical verb, not to the auxiliary.  
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suppress lexical verb supply and perhaps serve as GAP verbs calls for further analysis 
(because of the experimental design - the lexical verbs were prompted - the ‘lexical’ 
modals will have no significant role in the following chapters). An analytical difficulty 
is that quite often it is not possible to identify the lexical verb that the modal stands in 
for. Still, they can also often be read as translations of English verbs on the Watkins et 
al. (1993) GAP list: ‘want’ (willen), ‘need’ (moeten).  
 
 
7.3 Conclusion 
 
 
The results that were reviewed in section 7.2.2 suggest a lower production of verb 
arguments by SLI children than by normally developing children. They used more 
intransitive verbs or rather - remember that this is a realisation count - used more verbs 
intransitively. Verbs with more than one internal argument were produced less 
frequently by SLI children than by controls (witness the low frequency of NPPP 
complements). However, only the OBL complement showed a significant group 
difference and some differences could only be validated for a subset of matched pairs. 
Because of sample and corpus size, claims with respect to a possible deficit cannot be 
substantiated. In Chapter 8, the verb arguments will be elicited directly. In Bol and 
Kuiken’s (1988) comparison, SLI children used fewer complex verb 
complementations - categories such as SVAO (utterances consisting of a subject, a 
verb, an adverbial phrase, and a direct object), or 4+ (utterances including over 4 
constituents) - than their language age peers. This chapter included some indications 
that the low frequency of certain complex clausal categories is influenced by argument 
realisation. By eliciting complement types for which the target is known, it will be 
possible to qualify this observation (cf. Fletcher, 1985). 
 
No group differences were found on the verb diversity measures. In section 7.2.4, the 
terminology from Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1993) was introduced and applied to the GAP 
verbs issue. Some reservations were expressed on the feasibility of the GAP concept. 
In Chapter 9, this topic will be resumed and elaborated. One way of probing verb 
diversity is to establish the level of specificity of the verb items in spontaneous 
language - as this chapter illustrated. Another method is to present children with 
specific actions and analyse the level of specificity they adopt when they label these 
actions. This approach is taken in Chapter 9.    
 
The results in this chapter must not simply be generalised to the age range of the 
children in the experiments. In particular, the use of modal verbs without a verbal 
complement may be characteristic of the age range (or, in the case of the impaired 
children, the LA range) of the children in the Bol and Kuiken (1988) study (cf. Wijnen 
& Verrips, 1998; Wijnen, 1999).  
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